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Abstract

So-called nudge policies utilize insights from behavioral sci-

ence to achieve policy outcomes. Nudge policies try to

improve people's decisions by changing the ways options

are presented to them, rather than changing the options

themselves or incentivizing or coercing people. Nudging has

been met with great enthusiasm but also fierce criticism.

This paper provides an overview of the debate on the ethics

of nudging to date. After outlining arguments in favor of

nudging, we first discuss different objections that all revolve

around the worry that nudging vitiates personal autonomy.

We split up this worry into different dimensions of auton-

omy, such as freedom of choice, volitional autonomy, ratio-

nal agency, and freedom as nondomination. We next discuss

worries that nudging is manipulative, violates human dignity,

and prevents more important structural reform. Throughout,

we will present responses that proponents of nudging can

muster. On the whole, we conclude that the objections fail

to establish that the nudge program as a whole should be

rejected. At the same time, they give us important guidance

when moving towards an ethical assessment of nudges on a

case-by-case basis. Towards the end, we provide some pos-

sible ways forward in debates around the ethics of nudging.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Since the publication of Richard Thaler's and Cass Sunstein's much celebrated book Nudge, many policymakers, poli-

ticians, and academics have enthusiastically embraced the use of behavioral science in public policy (Thaler &
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Sunstein, 2008). Nudging holds a powerful promise: Rather than changing people's options or economic incentives,

we can improve people's decisions by changing how options are presented to them. Since the first articles on the

ethics of nudging appeared around a decade ago, a rich ethical debate has emerged too, with sophisticated argu-

ments for and against nudging (Bovens, 2009; Hausman & Welch, 2010). In this overview article, we first describe

what nudging is (Section 2) to then discuss the ethical considerations for and against it (Sections 3 and 4). In the end,

we conclude and propose some ways forward for future enquiries into the ethics of nudging (Section 5).

2 | WHAT IS NUDGING?

Thaler and Sunstein (2008, p. 6) define a nudge as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people's behavior

in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives.” Nudges

then refer to the deliberate changes to and designs of people's choice environments—the ways in which options are

presented or framed—in attempts to predictably steer those people in specific directions. Nudging has been received

with much enthusiasm in public policy.1 A common application are defaults, such as an opt-out system for organ

donation to increase the proportion of potential donors by relying on people's predictable tendencies to stick to the

status quo (Rithalia, McDaid, Suekarran, Myers, & Sowden, 2009). Or take the smart design of cafeterias: Putting

healthy food options such as apples at eye level boosts apple consumption because salient items predictably capture

the attention of customers (Arno & Thomas, 2016). Other nudges work though visual designs. Horrible pictures on

cigarette packs, for example, reduce cigarette consumption through emotional responses (Fong, Hammond, &

Hitchman, 2009). Smart road markings can reduce traffic accidents in multiple ways (Carlson, Park, & Ander-

sen, 2009).

Note three things about our working definition of nudging.

First, on a common characterization, nudges typically work by triggering or tapping into cognitive heuristics and

other so-called “System 1” mechanisms. These psychological mechanisms are typically faster and less conscious than

the slower and more conscious reflective capacities of “System 2,” which are the psychological mechanisms active

when people deliberate, justify their beliefs and actions, and weigh off reasons (Kahneman, 2011). While such a “dual

processing” theory is controversial and arguably provides an oversimplified picture of people's mental capacities, it is

still useful as a point of departure and has broadened our thinking about how to influence people without merely

informing or persuading them (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008, p. 19). Alternative theories, such as the “fast and frugal heu-

ristics” research program, also refer to the important role cognitive heuristics play in influencing beliefs and actions

(see, e.g., Gigerenzer and Brighton, 2009). In our view, merely providing reasons or information would not qualify as

a nudge for two reasons (Sunstein, 2015b). First, most people distinguish nudges as novel policy tools different from

more traditional tools such as providing information and incentivizing and coercing people. Second, merely providing

information does not raise the kind of ethical worries that critics of nudging have voiced and which we discuss

below.

Second, our working definition does not specify the directions people are nudged into. Ethical discussions often

focus narrowly on paternalist nudges which aim to make nudgees better off. But many nudges are not paternalist

but instead benefit the environment (e.g., painted footsteps towards bins for recycling), benefit others (e.g., opt out

systems for organ donation), or reduce the risk posed to others (e.g., smart road markings for safer driving). Accord-

ingly, we do not limit our discussion to issues around paternalism.

Finally, we here do not discuss behavioral policies that use economic incentives. Think of paying mothers for

quitting cigarettes during pregnancy. Such interventions do not qualify as nudges, narrowly conceived, because they

do change the incentives associated with options. At the same time, they resemble nudges as they use behavioral

insights about people's decision-making propensities that deviate from the traditional homo economicus perspective.

Accordingly, even though we do not discuss such policies here, the ethical issues we explore apply, mutatis mutandis,

to such behavioral policies too.
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3 | ARGUMENTS FOR NUDGING

Several straightforward arguments speak for nudging.

First, the nudge program promises cost-effective policies to promote beneficial policy outcomes. Insights in

behavioral science afford policymakers with new tools to, among other things, promote better health behavior, pro-

environmental behavior, and higher tax compliance. Moreover, nudges are comparatively cheap and easy to

implement.

Of course, many nudge interventions fail to be effective. But such findings do not invalidate the nudge approach

as a whole. As long as enough nudge interventions work—as seems to be the case—and we can separate effective from

ineffective nudge policies, the nudge approach can still produce valuable policies (Arno & Thomas, 2016; Hummel &

Maedche, 2019). Nudges typically lend themselves nicely to an evidence-based approach to policymaking and can

often even be tested through randomized control trials. Moreover, proponents of nudging, such as Sunstein, also tend

to endorse a stronger evidence orientation in public policy (Sunstein, 2019). That we regularly find ineffective nudges

arguably indicates that the approach does reasonably well in separating effective from ineffective policies.

Second, nudges typically respect freedom of choice, as they do not change or remove options nor significantly

change economic incentives. Freedom of choice can be valuable as it is often necessary to respect autonomy (see

Section 4.1). But freedom of choice might also matter politically, as nudging might sidestep some partisan and ideo-

logical disagreements that so often beset politics.

Third, some evidence suggests that, compared with traditional interventions like taxation and fines, citizens are

more likely to accept nudges. On the whole, people typically tend to welcome nudges, at least insofar as they pro-

mote goals they endorse and are implemented by parties with whom they can identify (Hagman, Andersson, Väst-

fjäll, & Tinghög, 2015; Petrescu, Hollands, Couturier, Ng, & Marteau, 2016; Reisch & Sunstein, 2016; Reisch,

Sunstein, & Gwozdz, 2017; Sunstein, 2016, Chapter 6).

A final argument is that choice architecture seems inevitable (Sunstein, 2015a, pp. 420–422). Frequently, there

is no neutral way of framing options and decisions will always be influenced one way or another. For example,

defaults or physical choice architectures are often inevitable. Refraining from deliberating designing defaults and

choice environments would then be a choice to ignore how those might lead people towards suboptimal choices.

However, the inevitability argument alone is unlikely to win over all critics (Vallier, 2016). Distinguish between

choice architecture that happens somewhat unintentionally or even randomly and choice architecture that was delib-

erately designed (Hausman & Welch, 2010, p. 133). Policy nudges feature intentional choice architecture and as such

might raise ethical worries that do not apply to random influences. Some of the worries we discuss below, for exam-

ple, surrounding manipulation and power abuse, only apply to intentional nudges. Proponents of nudging should, we

think, acknowledge that intentional nudges raise ethical challenges. At the same time, as will become clear below,

much of the choice architecture placed by nongovernmental “architects,” such as private companies and marketeers,

is intentional too. Accordingly, the choice we often face is not between “intentional” and “unintentional” choice

architecture but between different kinds of intentional choice architecture.

In sum, nudging offers the promise of cost-effective, evidence-driven, freedom-preserving, nonpartisan, and

comparatively popular policies. Moreover, as choice architecture often influences us one way or another, why not

utilize it to make us better off?

4 | ARGUMENTS AGAINST NUDGING

Amidst great enthusiasm, nudging has also received much criticism. Critical voices hold that nudging can clash with

central moral values, like liberty, autonomy, respect, and dignity. We here present oft-heard objections to nudging

and outline comebacks in defense of nudging. Note that the objections we discuss mostly argue that there is some-

thing problematic about the nudge approach as a whole rather than just about isolated nudge instances.
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4.1 | Autonomy

Most ethical worries revolve around autonomy. “Autonomy” is a notoriously rich notion, so we here separate it along

four dimensions to better tease out different objections.

i. Freedom of choice

ii. Psychological autonomy as volitional autonomy

iii. Psychological autonomy as (instrumental) rational agency

iv. Absence of domination

We now discuss different objections to nudging by going through the different dimensions.

i. Freedom of choice

The first autonomy dimension is about the external options individuals have. Freedom is here understood as an

“opportunity-concept” rather than an “exercise-concept” (Taylor, 1979). Some opponents argue that nudges can

undermine freedom of choice and hence are not as “liberty-preserving” or “easily resistible” as proponents would

have us believe (Grüne-Yanoff, 2012; Rebonato, 2014). But we think this worry misses the conceptual distinction

between external options—which typically remain unaffected by nudging—and the decisions individuals end up taking

(how they “exercise” their freedom). Accordingly, we think such worries are better spelled out through the other

dimensions of autonomy.

ii. Volitional autonomy

Some worries relate to volitional autonomy, the idea that one's actions should reflect the preferences, desires, or

ends that are truly one's own. Harry Frankfurt's famous “higher-order desire” account is a conception of volitional

autonomy, alongside many alternative accounts (Christman, 1991; Frankfurt, 1971; Garnett, 2014; Oshana, 2006).

The worry now is that, when we are nudged, we are no longer the “authors” of our choices: They are not really

our own anymore in that they do not reflect our own autonomous desires. Nudgers pull our strings and employ tricks

to get us to do what they want (Hausman & Welch, 2010, p. 128). When subjected to nudges, we may be influenced

so that our resulting desires and actions are no longer genuinely our own.

Here are three salient responses advanced in the literature.

First, proponents of nudging could urge us to consider the counterfactual in which the nudge is removed.

Removing the nudge often does not make people any more volitionally autonomous (Nys & Engelen, 2017). If we

change the opt-out back to opt-in or put the apples back where they were, both the heuristics at play and many irrel-

evant aspects in people's choice architecture would still influence people's decisions. As mentioned above, inten-

tional nudging can often be avoided, but choice architecture cannot. We can refrain from deliberate nudging and

leave people subject to randomly designed choice architectures, for example, but it is not clear how that would bet-

ter respect let alone further people's volitional autonomy.

Second, some proponents advance an even more ambitious defense: Rather than diminish volitional autonomy,

nudges sometimes promote it, when they help a nudgee “choose according to her own conception of the good in sit-

uations where she would have previously done otherwise” (Mills, 2015, p. 503). A popular idea with proponents of

nudging is “means paternalism.” Nudging should not be used to impose what ends people should pursue—which

would be “ends paternalism”—but instead improve the means to help people achieve the ends they themselves want

to pursue (Sunstein, 2016, pp. 54–56). If successful, so the argument goes, nudging can strengthen rather than

undermine volitional autonomy (Engelen & Nys, 2019). (A worry is of course that nudgers might struggle to reliably

identify people's ends, something we take up below in Section 4.3.)
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Finally, in diverse societies, people hold very different ends and conceptions of the good. Accordingly, propo-

nents of nudging typically hold that nudge techniques should not exert an influence so strong they are no longer

“easily resistible” (Saghai, 2013, p. 489) or “easy and cheap” to avoid (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008, p. 6). Defaults, for

example, in principle leave freedom of choice intact but can still have considerable impact, especially when people

lack information and choice environments are confusing (Willis, 2013). Under such conditions, these techniques, pro-

ponents could argue, should then not count as nudges, as being a nudge implies easy resistibility. This conceptual

response simply defines nudges in a way that excludes such techniques (Heilmann, 2014; Saghai, 2013). But, of

course, one could simply argue that, whatever the correct definition of “nudge,” we have reason to ensure nudge

interventions are easily resistible. That said, most nudging techniques are quite resistible and impact only a small per-

centage of the population. For a cafeteria nudge, for example, a 10% increase in apple consumption would count as

a success, even though 90% will resist or ignore the nudge (see, e.g., Arno & Thomas, 2016). In a sense, “effective-

ness” turns out to be a double-edged sword. Arguments for nudging require it to be effective, but make it too effec-

tive and you might end up worrying about resistibility. Yet, given the typical effect sizes of nudge policies, such

worries about resistibility are unlikely to apply to most nudges.

iii. Rational agency

A slightly different worry about psychological autonomy affects the second dimension: rational agency. Rational

agency is not about what ends we pursue but about how we make decisions. Some critics argue that nudges fail to

respect or even positively undermine rationality, as nudges work through irrational or at least arational processes

(Bovens, 2009; Conly, 2013, p. 30; Grüne-Yanoff, 2012; MacKay & Robinson, 2016). As Jeremy Waldron puts it: “I

wish… I could be made a better chooser rather than having someone on high take advantage (even for my own bene-

fit) of my current thoughtlessness and my shabby intuitions.” (Waldron, 2014) Even if nudges respect people's free-

dom and promote their goals and well-being, that nudgers tap into our irrational or arational heuristics and biases

means they fail to treat us like rational human beings and thereby condescend and infantilize us. Instead, critics hold,

policymakers should either leave us alone and let us make our own decisions (and mistakes) or pursue policies—such

as educating, persuading, and informing—that treat us as rational.

A related concern here is voiced by Frank Furedi (2011), who worries that nudging can “deprive people of the

capacity for making wrong choices” and erodes their responsibility for their own choices (see Waldron, 2014) for a

similar objection). If responsibility for making choices is moved away from individuals, their practical judgement and

decision-making capacities cannot develop, which in turn undermines their moral independence.

Here are four possible responses.

First, one can stress again that arational mechanisms are somewhat inevitable. Waldron's wish to be made a bet-

ter chooser is to some extent naïve, as he assumes that he can somehow overcome or avoid the impact of arational

influences. As with volitional autonomy, removing nudges will not magically restore people's rationality (Engelen,

2019b). If even subtle cues in body language influence people's behavior, can one ever avoid nudging others? “Well

yes,” opponents might say, as one can avoid the intentional exploitation of people's foibles, something we come back

to below.

Second, a proponent of nudging could also admit that nudging is not always the best policy solution. If strategies

that respect or promote people's rationality, like informing or rationally persuading them, actually work, we have a

prima facie reason to prefer those. In some cases, we can even try to “boost” their cognitive capacities instead of

merely taking them as given (Barton & Grüne-Yanoff, 2015; Hertwig & Grüne-Yanoff, 2017). While opponents are

more optimistic in this respect, nudge proponents typically stress scenarios where external nudges do better. If “dan-

gerous curve ahead” signs do not prevent people from dying in car crashes, then painting white lines or visual illu-

sions on the road is preferable. According to nudge proponents, we should treat people as they are. If people are

less rational than they think or wish they were be, then respecting them as agents does not imply treating them as

perfectly rational choosers (Engelen, 2019b; Schmidt, 2019).
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Third, proponents of nudging could respond that critics mischaracterize how at least how some nudges work. A

frequent characterization of nudges holds that they work exclusively through shallow cognitive processes and fast

and automatic decision-making (what some label “System 1”) and do so opaquely. However, many nudges (at least

partially) rely on deliberate and slow decision-making processes too (what some label “System 2”). Other nudges rely

on both fast and frugal and deliberate and reflective processes. Hansen and Jespersen distinguish between “type

1 nudges” that mostly rely on “arational” heuristics and biases and “type 2 nudges” that appeal to both more auto-

matic and faster and to more deliberative and slower capacities (Hansen & Jespersen, 2013; John, 2018,

pp. 128–133; Schmidt, 2019). Examples of the latter are alarm sounds for seatbelts, traffic light labels for nutrients

on packaging, and colorful footsteps towards recycling bins. Such nudges are transparent and direct one's attention

to relevant features in one's choice environment. Arguably, most nudges involve at least some reflective components

as well.

Finally, proponents could also put forth a more ambitious response and take issue with the notion of rationality

that typically underlies the rationality objection (Schmidt, 2019). The rationality objection often draws on a view of

rational agency (loosely) based on rational choice theory: Rational agents have preference orders over options, delib-

erately attend to relevant features of options that underlie their preference orders, and take relevant probabilities

into account. For example, when choosing a retirement plan, a rational chooser will focus on the financial details of

different plans. On this view, rationality is primarily located in the deliberative System 2 rather than the fast and

automatic System 1. Nudges, however, seem to prioritize System 1 over System 2 and direct people towards irrele-

vant aspects of options rather than those that make them choiceworthy.

Now, this objection might be less forceful, if we take a different, ecological view of rationality: Different heuris-

tics and other fast and frugal decision-making procedures can be entirely rational relative to the person who employs

them and the environment in which they are used (Gigerenzer & Selten, 2002; Morton, 2011; Schmidt, 2019; Todd &

Gigerenzer, 2012; Todd, Gigerenzer, and ABC Research Group, 2012). In real-life contexts, good outcomes are often

better achieved, particularly under cognitive and temporal constraints, through fast and frugal heuristics instead of

slow deliberation and utility maximization. Rationality, on this view, is about a good match between decision-making

procedure, person, and environment. For example, in an environment in which I can rely on someone setting a

default that furthers my interest, it can indeed be entirely rational to rely on a heuristic to stick with defaults. The

argument then is that nudging can be compatible with rationality, if it helps achieve a better match between choice

environment, agent, and decision-making procedure (Schmidt, 2019).

This argument becomes stronger if you consider how many of our environments are shaped by private compa-

nies that use choice architecture ill-matched to our decision-making procedures. Food companies, for example, sys-

tematically trigger and exploit our psychological dispositions so that we overeat and overspend. Correcting such

environments through public policy nudging, or so the argument goes, could counter this and achieve a better match

between our decision-making propensities and our choice environments. Nudging would thereby strengthen rather

than undermine rational agency. Of course, this defense does not give policymakers a carte blanche: Policies other

than nudging, for example, educational interventions, should often be preferred when they better improve people's

rational agency (Schmidt, 2019, pp. 535–542).

iv. Absence of domination

The final autonomy dimension is less about psychology but more about the power relationships we find our-

selves in. Some critics worry that nudging can become a tool in the hands of the government to exercise problematic

control over citizens and their lives. Some theorists invoke a Foucauldian framework and argue that modern govern-

ments expand their beyond traditional forms of coercive control over individuals and increasingly rely on

“governmentality,” which includes the government's power to discipline and manage individuals through their own

seemingly free choices (Jones, Pykett, & Whitehead, 2011; Leggett, 2014). Other theorists rely on neo-republican

theories of freedom: Nudging can furnish governments with the power to exercise dominating control over
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individuals (Grüne-Yanoff, 2012; Hausman &Welch, 2010; Jones et al., 2011). Agent A's power over B is dominating,

if and only if A's power is not suitably controlled by B (or by someone acting on B's behalf; Lovett, 2010; Pettit,

1997, 2014; Schmidt, 2018). The worry here is that nudging facilitates such domination, as it escapes adequate indi-

vidual and democratic control, because it lacks transparency.

In response, however, one might hold that it is not obvious why nudge policies should be less transparent than

other public policies and regulations. Compared with other complex policies—like taxation and regulation—nudges

are comparatively easy to understand and spot. And if nudge policies are indeed amenable to being made transpar-

ent, they might be just as amenable to individual and democratic control (Ivankovi�c & Engelen, 2019; Schmidt, 2017).

But note that the claim is merely that nudging is amenable to democratic control, not that all current nudge practices

fully meet democratic standards. For example, some worry that the part-privatization of the British nudge

organization—the Behavioural Insights Unit—has led to a gap in democratic accountability (Niker, 2014; Lepenies &

Małecka, 2019, pp. 9–10).

Proponents can again turn the argument around and even advance the stronger claim that public policy nudging,

if done democratically, can reduce rather than increase problematic uncontrolled power. In some situations, the alter-

native is to leave private nudges in place. When supermarkets, fast food chains, and so on shape our food environ-

ments, they do use intentional choice architecture to nudge us towards purchase decisions that are good for their

profit line but in some ways bad for us. Compared to well-implemented public policy nudges, such private nudges

are indeed less transparent and less democratically controlled. If public policy nudging is used to control or counter-

act many of those private influences, a nudge program could increase rather than diminish the democratic control

we can exercise over our choice environments (Schmidt, 2017).

4.2 | Manipulation and dignity

Some critics worry that nudges are manipulative (Hausman & Welch, 2010; Mills, 2015; White, 2013; Wilkinson,

2013). Somewhat dramatically, Waldron (2014) thinks nudges are so manipulative they are an “an affront to human

dignity.” Critics are particularly suspicious of paternalist nudges, as they seem to infantilize adults.

But what is manipulation and what makes it problematic? Consider two possible features of manipulation.

Some instances of manipulation seem problematic as they influence people “behind their back” and “in the dark”

instead of openly influencing them. But opaqueness is neither sufficient nor always necessary for manipulation

(Sunstein, 2016, p. 104). We could imagine instances of manipulation that are done transparently or even

announced, much like a hypnotist announcing their intentions at the beginning of their act. An oft-mentioned fea-

ture of manipulation is that it influences someone by bypassing their rational capacities or by exploiting their cog-

nitive vulnerabilities (Blumenthal-Barby & Burroughs, 2012; Noggle, 2018). Now, if these tentative propositions

about manipulation hold up, the manipulation objection seems to boil down to the objections discussed above, in

particular those about transparency and rationality. Our contention thus is that to respond to the dignity and

manipulation worry, one should best to attend to the earlier objections regarding autonomy, rationality, transpar-

ency, and dominating control.

4.3 | Illicit ends

A different worry is less about how nudging works but about the goals it promotes. The worry is that it might open

up space for excessive paternalism and other illicit ends. A first concern is epistemological: How can policymakers

know what is in the nudgee's best interest? A second concern is moral: The government should not impose their

goals and values on citizens, particularly not in societies where individuals hold very different conceptions of the

good (White, 2013).
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In response, this objection hardly applies to nudging alone. Sure, there is the important question what aims are

legitimate for public policy, but this holds for every policy tool. So, a defense of nudging, one might respond, does

not require solving this problem. In addition, the epistemological concern applies to all attempts of (means) paternal-

ism. What is more, one could argue that when people hold different ends and conceptions of the good, nudges have

comparative advantages over other public policies like taxes, incentives, and prohibitions. As nudging preserves free-

dom of choice, we can resist or sidestep them and opt out.

But an objector might now reply that those seemingly desirable features also increase the risk of a slippery slope

into too much paternalism and partisan political ends, for nudgers could always too easily turn around and argue that

they keep freedom of choice intact (Rizzo & Whitman, 2009; Whitman, 2010).

The slippery slope argument is primarily empirical. From the armchair, it is unclear how likely the slope is to be

slippery. Nonetheless, we should be mindful of the underlying worry. Are there potential mechanisms to filter out

problematic goals and prevent a slippery slope? Here are some ideas.

First, in some cases, we can take the legitimacy of a policy goal for granted, such as achieving lower

mortality rates in public health, higher tax compliance, or fewer traffic deaths. Here, the question is not

whether to have public policy but what kind. Second, in other cases, proponents of nudging might want to

defend the idea of means paternalism when people's ends are relatively clear, such as helping people lead lon-

ger lives and increase retirement savings (Sunstein, 2016, pp. 54–56). But the epistemological concern again

may persist. While we can safely assume what people want in some cases (not die in traffic, avoid urine spill-

age, etc), other cases might raise stronger epistemological concerns. Finally, another institutional avenue to

prevent a potential slippery slope is through transparency and democratic control. As mentioned above, like

other policies, governmental nudges should be sufficiently transparent and subject to democratic accountability

and control. Like with other policies, transparency and control should lower the risk of a problematic slippery

slope by achieving a closer match between people's interests and the goals pursued through nudging

(Schmidt, 2017, p. 413).

4.4 | Structural reform instead of nudging

A different worry focuses less on the techniques that nudges use but more on its use in real-world political and eco-

nomic contexts. The worry is that nudges do little to address the underlying socioeconomic causes of many of the

social ills we encounter. Obesity, for example, does not simply result from individuals making bad choices but has a

complex biological and social etiology and comes with a social gradient. What is worse, some theorists worry that by

shifting the focus towards individual choices and making individuals responsible for social ills—what Foucauldians call

“responsibilitization”—governments and society overall will become even less likely to address the real, underlying

socioeconomic causes (Leggett, 2014, pp. 15–16; Peeters, 2017). Some have argued that the Conservative govern-

ment in the UK, for example, have indeed sought to utilize nudging as part of a neoliberal agenda (Jones et al., 2011;

Leggett, 2014, pp. 8–9).

Here are three responses.

The first, obvious response is that we do not have to choose between structural reform and nudging; we can do

both. As a policy program, nudging is not meant to replace other policies and institutional reform programs. More-

over, proponents of nudging do not, or at least should not, advertise nudging as a panacea and we should not expect

it to be the antidote to all structural and institutional problems.

Second, policymakers frequently find themselves in situations in which wider institutional reform is not feasible

or would not get broad political support. In “nonideal” contexts, nudging then still has a role to play even for prob-

lems that would ideally be tackled through systematic and structural change. At the same time, the ideological cri-

tique does not apply to all nudges. Whatever one's political ideology, preventing traffic deaths or increasing tax

compliance, for example, are desirable policy objectives.
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Third, the nudge approach is not silent on at least some structural causes. As argued above, many of our choice

environments have been intentionally shaped. For example, the nudge program implies that obesity is not merely a

case of individuals making occasional bad decisions but that there often is a structural and systematic ill match.

Nudging of course does not address all structural causes of our bad consumption habits. But public policy nudging

moves our attention to one structural problem by foregrounding the structural mismatch between people's interests

and the choice environments they encounter.

Finally, some proponents argue that nudging can even help address structural disadvantages. All humans operate

with limited cognitive “bandwidth” and often in messy and complex environments. Yet people of lower socioeco-

nomic status often have comparatively less cognitive bandwidth to spare and sometimes—out of necessity—rely on

more short-term decision-making (Morton, 2017; Mullainathan & Shafir, 2013; Tully, 2019). This confluence of

external disadvantage and decision-making can reinforce disadvantage. Nudge interventions designed to improve

choice architecture for disadvantaged populations can thus contribute towards addressing—without of course

solving—structural disadvantage (Tully, 2019).

5 | CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this article, we discussed some central arguments in the by now rich ethical debate around nudging. We first con-

sidered arguments that nudging promises cost-effective, evidence-driven, freedom-preserving, nonpartisan, and

comparatively popular policies. When discussing arguments against nudging, we first grouped some of them along

the different dimensions of autonomy.

First, some commentators worry that nudging undermines volitional autonomy and others that it undermines, or

fails to respect, rational agency. In response, one might argue that the counterfactual to nudging often does not leave

agents any more volitionally autonomous or rational. Moreover, some nudge policies might even be used to more

closely align people's decisions to their ends and improve their decision-making, thereby strengthening volitional

autonomy and rational agency.

Second, some worry that nudge programs in public policy might lead to dominating power relationships. In

response, we highlighted that this risk will depend on how public policy nudges are pursued. If done democratically

and transparently, nudging can meet the domination challenge.

Third, when discussing other worries—particularly manipulation and dignity—we argued that those are also best

understood, and responded to, within discussions around personal autonomy.

Finally, we considered political worries that nudge programs might be used to pursue illicit ends and hinder

wider structural reform. In response, we argued that with the right institutional framework, and in combination with

other policies, nudge programs likely escape these worries.

Overall, our view is that no “knockdown” objection has appeared to date that should make us reject the nudge

approach overall. At the same time, serious ethical concerns have emerged that should guide and inform discussions

around whether and which particular nudge policies should be pursued, and, if so, how.

We now conclude with some general remarks on future directions in these debates.

First, while much of the discussion has rightly focused on tensions between the practice of nudging and impor-

tant moral values, there is an increasing understanding that ethical concerns differ radically from practice to practice

and from nudge to nudge. Instead of getting stuck in a stand-off between proponents and opponents making over-

generalizing claims (“nudging violates autonomy” versus “nudging promotes autonomy”), ethical analysis should pro-

ceed case by case (Engelen, 2019a; Sunstein, 2015a). The use of defaults in organ donation differs drastically from

the design of urinals. Not only are the techniques employed and the heuristics triggered different, but more impor-

tantly, the goals and stakes diverge radically too—something any sensible ethical discussion must consider.

Moreover, while Thaler and Sunstein (2008, p. 252) presented nudging as “the real third way” that would break

the deadlock between liberals and conservatives, we should recognize that nudging is not the panacea some hoped
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it would be. Neither does it amount to a horror scenario of a world in which every single choice we make is being

managed, as feared by (Waldron, 2014).

Notwithstanding a stronger focus on individual policies, the ethical debate so far will help us structure how we

approach the salient moral considerations that bear on whether and how particular nudge policies should be

designed and implemented. For example, discussions around transparency and democratic control can direct our

attention to how nudge policies can be implemented and communicated. Discussions around rationality can urge

upon us questions of what alternatives there could be or how nudging can be used to match up with individual

decision-making capacities in ways that empower citizens as agents.

Second, at various stages, we touched upon the relationship between public policy nudging and private choice

architecture, particularly done by private companies. Future research might foreground general ethical issues sur-

rounding nudging across private and public spheres. But it might also zoom in on specific fields where choice archi-

tecture is being applied. In our view, a particularly fruitful and underresearched area is “digital choice architecture,”

that is, the way data-driven nudges in smartphones, social networks, websites, and so on steer us in evermore pre-

cise ways (Alfano, Carter, & Cheong, 2018; Susser, Roessler, & Nissenbaum, 2019; Weinmann, Schneider, & Brocke,

2016; Yeung, 2017). Several features make this a particularly fertile ground for ethical inquiry. First, digital nudges

are often not only inevitable but also effective, as companies can collect user data, perform A/B tests, use algorithms,

and so on to shape user behavior. Second, smartphone apps and social media like Facebook and Twitter often sys-

tematically prey on our weaknesses for instant rewards and social comparison. Digital choice architecture often

stands in the way of more fulfilling ways of directing our attention. Finally, the way such choice architecture works is

far from transparent, as most technical details are not disclosed and—even when they are—often remain beyond the

grasp of even the more tech-savvy consumers. Machine learning algorithms could even lead to “black boxes” in

choice architecture where we do not even understand afterwards why an algorithm presented choices or content

the way it did.

Clearly, digital environments provide fertile ground for effective and personalized choice architecture, without

such choice architecture being transparent or democratically controlled to track our central interests. At the same

time, our current approach to digital choice architecture arguably focuses too much on individuals while neglecting

collective action. Individuals are typically expected themselves to bear the responsibility to deal with digital choice

architecture and temptation. Many of the issues that emerged in ethical discussions around public policy nudging

should thus provide an interesting entryway into the ethics of digital choice architecture and the measures most

appropriate to improve it.
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